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Dividend Yield Category: The consistent performer among Diversified Equity Categories!
Overview: Mutual fund schemes which invest primarily in high dividend yield stocks outperformed other diversified
equity categories over long term thanks to the inherent nature of the scheme in generating regular cash inflows
coupled with lower volatility in all market conditions. The defensiveness of correcting less in falling market
scenarios helped the category to register higher returns consistently over periods; however the category
appreciates lesser during market rallies compared to other diversified equity schemes.
.

Unique features of High Dividend Yield Stocks:
Stocks that pay out a high dividend in terms of rupees in relation to their share price are referred to as high
dividend yield stocks.
These companies have stable businesses and having a history of consistent profitability. Well-established
companies tend to payout a higher percentage of their profits as dividend than their younger, growth-oriented
peers. Moreover, larger players have a more consistent dividend history.
In case of a market crash, the share price of these companies is likely to fall less as compared to growth stocks,
thus making them comparatively low-risk defensive stocks.
They continue to pay regular dividends irrespective of the volatility and movement in the broader markets. These
companies have the potential for capital appreciation (medium to long-term) once the markets recover. So, one
can expect to earn a decent recurring income and capital gains over time.
The dividend payouts usually depend on a company’s stability of earnings as well as possible outlook for the
company and industry. When a company earns profits, it has to decide how much share of profit it wants to fork
out to its shareholders. The rest can then be either retained or re-invested in the company's operations.
Usually a fast growing company that spends a larger share of its cash in growing its business won't be able to pay
good dividends. Whereas a company that has a stable business and growing at an above average rate, would
probably pay a good dividend.
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Protection in downturn: Dividend yield schemes tend to offer some kind of protection in falling market scenarios.
These schemes focus on the cash generated by the business, which mostly leads to stable returns even in volatile
markets. Since dividend yield on a stock is inversely related to the price, the fund managers of the schemes prefer
to look at stocks with higher dividend yields, which will be more attractive and generate stable dividend income
during bearish market conditions. The built-in self correcting mechanism by dividend yield stocks balances the
assets which helps the schemes to generate stable returns. When the market goes up and stock prices are higher,
the dividend yields automatically fall. On the other hand, when markets are falling and stock prices are also low,
dividend yields rise. Further, the category displays lower volatility due to its lesser degree of capital appreciation
due to the investments in the value stocks which lower the chances of more downward correction in falling
markets.
In a nutshell, the dividend yield stocks can provide a cushion in the form of a stable dividend income during bear
phases, while they can generate capital appreciation in the bull phases. So, investors with any kind of risk appetite
can consider investing in the top performing schemes from the category which is shown in the below table.
Top performing schemes from Dividend Yield category:

Note: Trailing returns up to 1 year are absolute and over 1 year are CAGR. NAV Value as on 11 July 2012.
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SIP performance (XIRR%) by equity diversified categories in various time frames:

Note: Final value as on July 11, 2012. Monthly instalment amount is Rs. 10,000.
.

The above table reveals the better performance of the Dividend Yield category in comparison to other Equity
Diversified categories. The table lists out the staggered investments of SIP returns by the categories in the various
times such as one, two, three, four and five years. Barring the last one year period, the Dividend Yield Category
outperformed others with considerable margin.
Quarterly performance of Equity Diversified and Dividend Yield categories in last five year periods:
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It can be observed from the above diagram that the category -Dividend Yield showed outperformance against
Equity Diversified Schemes especially during downturn and volatile periods. Underperformance by the category in
some bullish periods is minimal.
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The below chart further exhibits the performance of the mentioned categories in the various market cycles.
Dividend yield category was the outperformer during the period of market downturn (bear period between January
’08 to March ’09) and the periods when market witnessed high volatility (the period between November ’10 to till
date). The outperformance during such periods portrays the efficiency of the category in withstanding the market
turmoil well.

.

Further, the category managed to generate comparable returns during market rally as well. The performance
during the period ‘Bull Run – II’ shows how fast the dividend yield schemes adapted to changed circumstance and
participated in the market rally. During the period, though the category underperformed the Mid & Small Cap
Category (that was the period where the medium sized companies witnessed huge rally), it outperformed Large
cap and Multi cap schemes.
Interestingly, the Dividend Yield category witnessed spectacular returns since early 2008 though the schemes in
the category had been launched from 2003 itself. The better performance has been attributable to the efficient
calls as well as better utilization of the opportunities which arose on the dividend yields front.
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Relative performance of best performing schemes from Dividend Yield category:
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Birla Sun Life Dividend Yield Plus, ING Dividend Yield, Tata Dividend Yield and UTI-Dividend Yield are the best
performing schemes among eight schemes in the Dividend Yield category. IIFL CNX Dividend Opportunities Index
Fund is a new entrant in this category which is a passively managed scheme tracking the benchmark of CNX
Dividend Opportunities Index.
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NAV growth Vs. Corpus growth of Dividend Yield category:
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Though the category witnessed showing better performance since 2008, it got investors attention after September
2010, the above chart shows. It is observed from the chart saying that the corpus of the category grew irrespective
of the market conditions after 2010 as the category saw considerable inflows from investors side.
Portfolio: As far as overall portfolios of dividend yield schemes (latest data as of March 2012) are concerned, more
weightage has been given to large cap stocks. The category as a whole gradually increased their exposure in large
cap stocks from mid cap spectrum over last one year period given the present market condition. ING Dividend
Yield and UTI-Dividend Yield are the schemes allocating maximum assets into large cap as they held 85% and 79%
of assets respectively. Birla Sun Life Dividend Yield Plus and Principal Dividend Yield are the two schemes which
allocated considerable assets close to 44% into mid and small cap front (as per the latest portfolio). They are
moderate on churning portfolios as the average turnover ratio showed at 74%. ICICI bank, Infosys and ITC are the
preferred stocks by the category as they held Rs. 262 crore, Rs. 237 crore and Rs. 220 crore respectively.
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Investing trend in rising dividend yield stocks by Dividend Yield schemes:
Following is a list of stocks that witnessed an increase in their PAT in two periods i.e. FY12 compared to FY11 and
FY11 compared to FY10. These companies also show an increase in dividend payouts over these two periods. They
are steadily growing companies likely to provide better than market returns in the coming quarters. Dividend Yield
category also allocated their assets in some of the companies in the list.

.

As per research carried out, stocks that increased their dividend payout annually averaged a return that was higher
than stocks that paid a dividend but didn’t increase that payout. Further Dividend-growers often deliver a
smoother ride and are less volatile than other stocks. A growing dividend is also a valuable inflation hedge
compared with the fixed payout of a bond. A firm with a history of rising dividend payouts you’ve probably found a
well-run business with a competitive edge.
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Most common 15 stocks held by the schemes with value rank:

.

Analyst: Dhuraivel Gunasekaran.
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